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Plan for this session

• Significant Racial Disproportionality as the trigger for work 
with school districts/local education agencies (LEAs) with 
Indigenous students

• Starting with the basics - how to reduce significant racial 
disproportionality

Examining policies, procedures and systems
Increasing cultural representation in school and curricula
Strengthening family and community partnerships



Goal of this Session

Understanding of how Significant Racial 
Disproportionality can be an entry point for work 
with school districts with Indigenous Students

Understanding how to help address issues connected 
to Significant Racial Disproportionality meant to 
support school districts, students and families



Consequences of Racial 
Disproportionality

Students without disabilities can end up 
with unnecessary academic delays and 
behavioral problems because they tend to  
be separated and segregated from their 
peers.

Students without disabilities who are 
misidentified can end up with poor 
academic and behavioral outcomes.



What is the cause?

Evaluation issues - subjective ratings, 
limited or no instruction in common 
subjects, focus on weakness, not strengths
Student engagement - not connected to 
school or curricula, not seeing themselves 
represented
Policies that are racially biased 
Limited educator understanding of and 
valuing of indigenous history, culture and 
traditions



Why is Evaluation a factor?

• Standardized test results tell you 
what a certain population of students 
will do, and there may not be enough 
Indigenous students in the normative 
groups.

• Some disability areas rely on 
subjective information which can be 
impacted by implicit bias and racial 
stereotypes.



Our Process

● Initial calls with districts to set schedule and goals for two-day visit

● Spent time collaboratively examining the following:

○ Policies/procedures/systems that are seemingly race-neutral

○ Cultural representation in school and curricula

○ Family and community partnerships



Examining Policies/Procedures/Systems 
that are Seemingly Race-neutral

Q: What is a seemingly 

race-neutral policy?



Examining Policies/Procedures/Systems 
that are Seemingly Race-neutral

Q: What is a seemingly race-neutral 

policy?

A: A policy that is intended to carry out 

an intended educational purpose, but 

that disproportionately negatively 

affects students of color. 



Examining Policies/Procedures/Systems 
that are Seemingly Race-neutral

How could an attendance policy serve to 

disproportionately negatively affect 

Indigenous students and their families? 



Examining Policies/Procedures/Systems 
that are Seemingly Race-neutral

Other policies/procedures/systems worth examining:

- Behavior and discipline policies (particularly zero 

tolerance)

- Special education referral process (Addressing Bias in 

Special Education Evaluation)

- Incentive programs

- Homework policies

- Transportation policies

- Dress codes (e.g. hats, hoods, hair)



Examining Cultural Representation in 
School and Curricula



What does culture encompass?



Cultural Representation in Schools
Examine your school environments for representation in the 
following areas: 
- Curricula
- Book displays
- Murals, artwork, blank walls around the school and in 

classrooms
- School display cases
- Language written around school
- Classroom displays
- Flags
- Lunchroom
- Library
- School-wide Activities
- After School Clubs
- Outside facilities/Spaces for cultural expression



Examining Family and Community 
Partnerships



Family and Community Partnerships

What have you found impactful 

in establishing strong family and 

community partnerships in your 

district?



Examining Family and Community 
Partnerships

Ways to Strengthen Partnerships with Families and Community:

○ Communicate frequently  with families about what is going on at school (share 

the good!)

○ Offer home visits for all families

○ Hold listening sessions with families at Tribal Nation

○ Host events at school that bring in community members (e.g. storytelling, 

artist-in-residence)

○ Partner with other districts that serve Indigenous students from the same 
community or Nation 

○ Identify ways to bring all students to visit the Nation



Strengthening Partnerships with the Nation
○ Partner with the nation:

■ Identify Resources (e.g. books, personnel, 
Elder-in-residence)

■ Hold Family/Teacher conference in 
communities

■ Collaborate on culturally responsive teacher 
training

■ Promote community events to school 
families

■ Collaborate on Language Instruction
■ Host after- school programming
■ Meet with Tribal Nation leadership 2x per year 

in consultation



Feedback from the Field

“When most educators say or hear, ‘DPI called,’ or 

‘DPI is visiting us,’ the first thought is fear and 

concern.  That is not the case with this team of 

individuals. They reached out to help us but also 

researched where we were at and then helped us 

create a collective vision for our process of growth 

going forward.”  



Feedback from the Field

“As a district, we know that if we are struggling with 

data or how to walk the path to growing/improving 

our students’ abilities and engagement, that this 

group of individuals will go above and beyond to 

help us brainstorm a process to grow.”  



Feedback from the Field

“The purpose was to gain intentional insight into all 

of the wonderful things that our district does do for 

our students as well as to provide grounded 

feedback pertaining to all things to consider when 

diving deeper into our overarching system/s.  The 

process felt very supportive and encouraging when 

comparing it to years past.”  



Feedback from the Field

“The idea of actually teaming with our people in 

Madison versus checking boxes in a portal is 

refreshing.  It was enlightening to have the team 

actually come and be a part of our schools and 

interactions.  Their feedback was thoughtful and 

non-threatening.  The experience was intentional, 

respectful and supportive.”



But as you get to know your student

See the student for who they are, not what you think 
they are because of their race, culture, religion, etc.See

Attribute their behavior to something other than a 
stereotypeAttribute

Be better able to meet them where they are at and 
teach them culturally Be



Final thought…


